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Abstract
The problem of therapeutic communication implementation is the main issue that frequently
happens in Indonesia nursing services. Education and training efforts in enhancing therapeutic
communication implementation have been realized, however it did not get optimal result yet so
that innovation is highly needed, especially coaching intervention. This research is to comprehend
and analyze the influence of coaching towards therapeutic communication implementation.
Research design utilizes semi-experiment with pre and post-test control group. Sampling method
is by using Proportionate Stratified Random Sampling. The total of sample is 32 respondents
comprising of 15 respondents from treatment group and 16 respondents from control group.
Testing analysis using paired t test reveals that there is an effect of coaching toward therapeutic
communication implementation on treatment group which means difference (75.32 and 26.62)
higher than control group (18.81 and 11.44). Result of testing analysis using independent t test
shows the difference of therapeutic communication implementation on both groups. On pre-test,
there is no mean difference, while on post-test, there is mean difference. Influence of coaching
towards therapeutic communication implementation is there. It is suggested for hospital to use
coaching in order to enhance therapeutic communication implementation.
Keywords: coaching, nursing, therapeutic communication.
1. Introduction
Therapeutic communication is the communication done by nurses and clients (Videbeck,
2011). Therapeutic communication is generally not implemented yet in accordance with
procedures. The condition is one of problem phenomena that frequently happen in nursing
(Brinkert, 2010; Chant et al., 2002). Therapeutic communication in nursing services is in a very
low category (Oczkowski et al., 2016). There are about more than 80 % nurses that only use three
therapeutic communication techniques from seven basic techniques that actually should be done in
nursing services (Koo et al., 2016).
The problem of nurses’ therapeutic communication becomes the health world’s attention.
Some international institutions conduct researches regarding to nurses’ communication and other
health workers. The Health Complaint Information Program; Health Services Commissioner finds
31.6 % of communication problem occurs in nurses and clients (Taylor et al., 2002). The Joint
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Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations also finds almost 70 % of dangerous
incidents or service errors in hospital are related to communication (JCAHO, 2008 in WHO,
2009). Therapeutic communication problems are also found as much 51.7 % in Malawian Hospitals
(Madula, 2013) and as much 48 % in Nottinghamshire, UK (Siyambalapitiya et al., 2007).
Therapeutic communication in Indonesia nursing services is not optimally implemented yet
since there are still some nurses that do not implement this therapeutic communication yet.
Therapeutic communication implementation in Salatiga hospital is only about 25 % (Hendri,
2015), while in Palembang hospital is only about 29.7 %.Therapeutic communication, which is not
in line with procedures, is highly related to nurses’ personalities. Nurses are lack of appreciating
therapeutic relationship and prioritizing jobs as well as being busier with other responsibilities
than communicating with clients (McCabe, 2003).
Therapeutic communication can be enhanced by some improvement methods of nurses’
personalities. The methods are such as through education and training (Tsai et al., 2013; Streeter,
2010), planning program of therapeutic communication (Younis et al, 2015), solution-focused
communication training (Shermeh et al, 2013), small group, role play (Sullivan, 2011), teach-back
method (Thinsan, 2015), and additional intervention based on clinical services, such as feedback
from colleagues (Kim et al., 2008), health Coaching (Cinar, Schou, 2014), and simulation based on
team work (Curtis, 2013; Kutzin, Jared, 2010).
Coaching is communication method in form of partnership between a coach and a coached to
maximize self-potency. It is not education or training. It does not give material as in education or
training. It is a process of exploring someone’s ability through active listening and powerful
questioning so that someone can find a solution and reach the expected outcome (ICF, 2015;
Donner, Wheeler,2009). International Coaching Federation found that coaching is 38 % beneficial
for self development, 41 % for interpersonal relationship enhancement, 26 % for someone’s
communication skill improvement (ICF, 2012).
Based on the problem in therapeutic communication implementation and the significance of
seeking right solution, then the researcher conducts a research with purpose to know whether
coaching influential on nurses’ therapeutic communication implementation in accordance with the
standard of therapeutic communication.
2. Methods
This research’s design is semi-experiment with pre and post test control group. The sampling
is by using Proportionate Stratified Random Sampling. The total of sample is 26 respondents
classified into twofold: 16 respondents from treatment group and 16 respondents from control
group. The tests used in this research are paired and unpaired t test.
3. Results
3.1. Frequency distribution of respondents on treatment group and control group
The frequency distribution of respondents on treatment group and control group can be seen
in Table 1.
Table 1. Frequency Distribution of Respondents on Treatment Group (n=16)
and Control Group (n=16)
Treatment
group
[n=16]
f
%

Characteristics
Age
19-34 years old
35-60 years old
Gender
Male
Female
Education

Control
Group
[n=16]
f
%

f

%

Total

P value

13
3

81.2
18.8

9
7

56.2
43.8

22
10

68.8
31.2

0.253

5
11

31.2
68.8

4
12

25.0
75.0

9
23

28.1
71.9

1.000
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Characteristics
Age
19-34 years old
35-60 years old
DIII
Nurse Profession [Ners]
Training
Once
Twice
Work Duration
< 2 years
≥2 years
Total

Treatment
group
[n=16]
f
%

Control
Group
[n=16]
f
%

Total

P value

f

%

13
3
13
3

81.2
18.8
81.2
18.8

9
7
13
3

56.2
43.8
81.2
18.8

22
10
26
6

68.8
31.2
81.2
18.8

0.253

15
1

93.8
6.2

15
1

93.8
6.2

30
2

93.8
6.2

1.000

3
13
16

18.8
81.2
100

2
14
16

12.5
87.5
100

5
27
32

15.6
84.4
100

1.000

1.000

3.2. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group
before intervention
Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group before
intervention can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Therapeutic Communication Implementation on Treatment Group and Control Group
before Intervention
Therapeutic Communication
Implementation
Pre-Test
Instrument 1
(interview and observation)
Pre-Test
Instrument 2
(self assessment)

Group

Mean

Treatment 74.06

12.36

Control

8.60

78.38

Treatment 66.88 11.61
Control

67.06

P Value

SD
0.261

0.962

10.32

3.3. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group after
intervention
Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group after
intervention can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group
after intervention
Therapeutic Communication Implementation

Group

Mean

SD

Post-Test
Instrument 1
(interview and observation)

Treatment

149.38

13.24

Control

97.19

11.33

Treatment

93.50

6.58

Control

78.50

7.40

Post-Test
Instrument 2
(self assessment)

P Value

0.000

0.000

3.4. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group before and after
intervention
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Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group before and after
intervention can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Paired T Test Result of Therapeutic Communication Implementation on Treatment
Group before and after Intervention
Therapeutic Communication Implementation
Instrument 1
(interview and observation)
Instrument 2
(self assessment)

Phase

Mean

SD

Pre-Test
Post-Test
Pre-Test
Post-Test

74.06
149.38
66.88
93.50

Difference P Value

12.36
75.32
13.34
11.61
26.62
6.58

0.000
0.000

3.5. Therapeutic communication implementation on control group before and after
intervention
Therapeutic communication implementation on control group before and after intervention
can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5. Paired T Test Result of Therapeutic Communication Implementation on Control Group
before and after Intervention
Therapeutic Communication
Implementation

Phase

Instrument 1
(interview and observation)

Pre-Test

Instrument 2
(self assessment)

Pre-Test

Mean

SD

78.38 8.60

Post-Test 97.19

11.33

67.06 10.32

Difference

P Value

18.81

0.000

11.44

0.000

Post-Test 78.50 7.40

3.6. Mean Difference of therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and
control group before and after intervention
Mean difference of therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and
control group before and after intervention can be seen in Table 6.
Table 6. Mean Difference of Therapeutic Communication Implementation on Treatment Group
and Control Group before and after Intervention
Therapeutic
Communication
Implementation
Pre-Test
Before Intervention

Post-Test
After Intervention

Instrument
Assessment

Group

Mean

SD

Instrument 1
(interview and
observation)

Treatment 74.06

12.36

Control

78.38

8.60

Instrument 2
(self assessment)

Treatment 66.00

11.61

Instrument 1
(interview and
observation)
Instrument 2
(self assessment)

Control
67.06 10.32
Treatment 149.38 13.24
Control

97.19

11.33

Treatment 93.50
Control
78.50

6.58
7.40
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Difference

P Value

4.32

0.261

0.18

0.962

52.19

0.000

15

0.000
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3.7. Distinction of mean difference of therapeutic communication implementation on
treatment group and control group before and after intervention
Distinction of mean difference of therapeutic communication implementation on treatment
group and control group before and after intervention can be seen in Table 7.
Table 7. Distinction of Mean Difference of Therapeutic Communication Implementation on
Treatment Group and Control Group before and after Intervention
Therapeutic Communication Implementation Group
Difference of Instrument I
Difference of Instrument II

Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control

P
Value

Mean SD

95% CI

75.31
18.81
26.63
11.44

47.45 – 65.55
0.000
47.37 – 65.63
9.13 – 21.24
0.000
9.01 – 21.37

15.13
9.23
10.92
4.63

4. Discussion
4.1. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group
before intervention
Research result on treatment group and control group before intervention reveals that
therapeutic communication implementation is not optimal yet. The first instrument of Pre-test
(interview and observation)on treatment group shows that therapeutic communication is in fair
category (74.06) and control group is in fair category as well (78.38), meaning that therapeutic
communication is implemented optimally, nurses sometimes implement and sometimes do not
implement therapeutic communication optimally. The result of the first instrument of pre-test on
both groups reveals that the mean difference is not there (p value> 0.05).
The result of the second instrument of pre-test (self assessment) on treatment group shows
that therapeutic communication is in normally category that is 66.88 and control group is also in
normally category that is 67.06. It means that respondents assess themselves in the category of not
optimal to implement therapeutic communication. It also reveals that both groups do not have
mean differences (p value> 0.05). Therapeutic communication implementation on both groups
before intervention does not reach optimal categories: excellent category that is 119 – 175 and
many times category that is 93 – 108.
Pavlov Theory becomes the basis that the training that is only done once does not influence
someone’s attitude change (Pavlov, 1936 in Cambiaghi, Sacchetti, 2015). This is because learning
process does not occur continuously. Therapeutic communication training that is only conducted
on certain events and not continuous will reveal less optimal therapeutic communication
implementation result. Behaviorism theory of Watson (1913) also states that someone needs
learning because everyone, when born, does not bring any skills; everyone grows with stimulus
received from circumstances (Watson, 1913).
Therapeutic communication implementation cannot run optimally if it is not equipped with
continuous learning process. As the result of this research, the pre-test of both groups reveals low
mean of therapeutic communication implementation. This condition is supported by the research
of Kushnir, Ehrenfeld and Shalish (2008) proving that nurses’ communication skills have low
mean which is 3.61 if intervention is not implemented well which is 3.93. It is same as the research
of Mehmet et al. (2011) revealing that nurses’ communication skills have low value which is 177.8 if
intervention is not conducted to improve implementation based on operational procedures which
is 198.8.
4.2. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and control group after
intervention
Therapeutic communication implementation on both groups after intervention shows mean
difference compared to before intervention. The first instrument of post-test [interview and
observation] reveals that treatment group is in excellence category which is 149.38 that means
therapeutic communication is implemented well; respondents have implemented therapeutic
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communication in accordance with procedures. While, control group is in adequate category which
is 97.19; meaning that therapeutic communication is implemented sufficiently but not very good
yet. The result of the first instrument’s post-test on both groups shows that mean differences are
there (p value< 0.05).
The research’s result of therapeutic communication implementation on both groups after
being given intervention reveals increase of mean although significant differences between posttest on treatment group and post-test on control group are also found. The increase of mean on
treatment group is higher than control group. It is caused by coaching treatment given
continuously for 3 meetings and supported by respondents’ characteristics that are mostly in the
period of young adults growth aged 19-34 years old.
Phase of young adult’s growth is the part of eight phases of human ego’s growth namely
intimacy vs. isolation (Erickson, 1968 in Munley, 1977; Guelen, 1986).Young adults undergo
improvement of experience, knowledge, self concept, motor skill, and duty focus (Potter, Perry,
2009). Besides, old adults nurses on respondents (31.2 %) undergo skill development, have fast
comprehension and skill, serve well, have sympathy, give attention and knowledge to young
generation, be responsible and willing to always contribute (Erikson, 1964 in Karcher, Benne,
2007; Guelen, 1986).
Other characteristics influencing improvement of therapeutic communication
implementation on both groups is gender, education level, and work duration. According to
Varcarolis & Halter (2011), gender is a significant factor in cooperation. Global Survey of
Communications Measurement in 2009 states that education level influences 48 % towards the
success of therapeutic communication implementation (Wright et al., 2009). It is same as Roatib
(2007) finding that nurses’ work duration has correlation that symbolizes nurses’ motivation in
implementing therapeutic communication (p value 0.034).
Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group after getting coaching
shows a significant improvement. The result of this research has similarity to the research of
Kushnir, Ehrenfeld and Shalish (2008) proving that nurses’ communication skill after getting
coaching intervention increases to be 3.93 which is previously only 3.61. Furthermore, the research
of Andreanoff (2016) also reveals that coaching can improve someone’s skill significantly with posttest mean 4.72 compared to previous mean 3.98.
4.3. Therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group before and after
intervention
Based on result of statistics analysis, it shows that mean differences of therapeutic
communication implementation on treatment group before and after intervention are there.
Respondents on treatment group not only get common intervention in form of training, but they
also get coaching. The research’ result shows that the first instrument [interview and observation]
with pre-test mean 74.06increases to be 149.38. The first instrument reveals a very significant
improvement result with mean difference 75.32 (p value0.000). The improvement of therapeutic
communication implementation from fair category 9therapeutic communication implementation is
in minimum level) increases to be excellence category (therapeutic communication implementation
is implemented very well and is in line with the right procedure).
Coaching is a communication method that influences someone’s change. It is about
communication that focuses on clients (Donner, Wheeler, 2009). It is a form of partnership that
maximizes self potency by exploring thoughts and creativities to obtain awareness and to identify
ourselves (Natalie Ashdown in ICF, 2015). It can manage mentality and creativity of mind so that it
causes attitude change (ICF, 2015; Gregory et al., 2011).
Coaching can influence change on some contexts. The research conducted by Brinkman et al.
(2007) and Kleiner et al. (2014) prove that coaching can improve communication skills of nurses.
It is in line with research of Grant (2013) revealing that coaching can enhance goal achievement,
focus on solution, ability to change, and increase self confidence as well as leadership.
This influence happens because coaching can give external stimulus that can help someone’s
self change (ICF, 2015; Gregory et al., 2011). Intervention of coaching is mind exploration and
creativity of respondents so that it gives better changes in therapeutic communication
implementation. Coaching helps respondents in managing mentality and creativity of mind to
always consistently implement therapeutic communication based on standard operational
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procedure. It gives respondents’ awareness regarding to the significance of therapeutic
communication as a way to achieve nursing and clients purposes under the care of nursing.
The researcher believes that significant coaching’s influence towards therapeutic
communication implementation is not only affected by continuous coaching intervention, but it is
also affected by several characteristics and motivation of respondents to have better changes in
giving professional nursing care. Coaching gives change stimulation of therapeutic communication
implementation correctly and effectively. It can be made as a follow-up program besides
therapeutic communication training or other competence trainings and as an innovative solution in
nursing services. In contrast, the use of coaching in improving nurses’ competence should be
conducted consistently and continuously so that it can facilitate competence change in accordance
with operational procedure.
4.4. Therapeutic communication implementation on control group before and after
intervention
The research result on control group also reveals mean differences of therapeutic
communication implementation although it only gets common intervention in form of therapeutic
communication training only. The first instrument (interview and observation) shows that mean of
pre-test 78.38 increases to post-test 97.19. It shows a lower result than treatment group with its
mean difference is 18.81 (p value 0.000). Therapeutic communication implementation from fair
category (minimum therapeutic communication implementation) increases to be adequate
category (therapeutic communication is conducted sufficiently but not very good yet).
The increase of therapeutic communication implementation on control group is also
demonstrated on the second instrument measurement (self assessment) in which its pre-test
means 67.06 increases to be 78.50. The second instrument shows a lower increase than treatment
group with its mean difference is 11.44 (p value 0.000]. Therapeutic communication
implementation from normally category [nurses assessing themselves still in “normal” category is
not optimal yet) increases to be very often category (nurses assessing themselves in very often
category), but it does not achieve many times category yet as on treatment group.
The increase of therapeutic communication implementation on control group which is lower
than treatment group shows that intervention of therapeutic communication training is not
strongly enough to change therapeutic communication implementation to be more optimal.
The research conducted by Tanabe et al. (2012) states that intervention of coaching-based
communication training continued with supervision and evaluation has bigger possibility in
enhancing communication than training intervention only (p value 0.001) and control group (p
value 0.05).Even so, the research of Khodadadi, et al. (2013) also proves that communication
training only can influence the improvement of nurses’ communication skills (p value 0.008).
4.5. Mean difference of therapeutic communication implementation on treatment group and
control group before and after intervention
Based on statistics analysis, it shows that mean difference between pre-test and post-test of
therapeutic communication implementation on both group before and after intervention is there.
Both groups before intervention have p value higher than 0.05, then mean value of therapeutic
communication implementation before intervention does not have significant difference. It is
different from the result of post-test from both groups after intervention; both have p value lower
than 0.05 then mean value of therapeutic communication implementation before intervention has
significant difference.
Analysis result of mean difference on both groups before and after intervention has
meaningful distinction. Distinction of mean difference on treatment group and control group
before intervention with the first instrument measurement [interview and observation] is
4.32andthe second instrument (self assessment) is 0.18. This mean difference shows that both
groups do not have significant difference (p value 0.261 and 0.962). Different from mean difference
of both groups after intervention, the first instrument (interview and observation) has difference as
much 52.19and the second instrument (self assessment) has difference as much 15. This mean
difference shows that both groups after intervention have significant difference (p value
0.000).The analysis result of independent t test regarding to mean difference of therapeutic
communication implementation on both groups before and after intervention is p value< 0.05.
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This result shows a difference on treatment group and control group both in the first instrument
and in the second instrument.
The analysis result on treatment group and control group before and after intervention of
coaching reveals mean score difference. Mean score on treatment group and control group after
getting intervention increases; however both groups have a quite high mean score difference.
The difference shows that coaching intervention on treatment group is more significant to improve
therapeutic communication implementation than on control group which gets training only.
Coaching is stimulation and exploration of creative minds to dig thoughts and make
respondents’ self learning process through partnership to maximize potency (ICF, 2015). It does
not give suggestion, does not teach or direct, but it is a collaborative relationship to enhance
performance and improve learning process as well as to assist clients in obtaining new skills
(Parsloe, Wray, 2000 in Ekim, 2015; Dossey, Hess, 2013). It is different from training which is the
method to improve skills and abilities through information and knowledge given by trainer.
Coaching is the method that influences psychology and physiology in assisting someone to
find awareness area so that he or she obtains creative idea, help them to control attitude, and
achieve their expected goals. It can dig potency from awareness area so that someone is aware of
his/her skills (ICF, 2015; Freud in Irawan, 2015). Moreover, it can influence physiological change
through change of human perception, mind, feeling, impulse, and action sent from central nerve
system. Brain activity is the main mediator of body organ in controlling and determining human
interaction (Fortinash, Worret, 2011). In the context of therapeutic communication
implementation, coaching can change nurses’ attitude to have a more optimal communication with
strong stimulus from their own mind.
The research result of the coaching influence towards therapeutic communication
implementation is in line with the research result conducted by Kushnir et al. (2008) revealing that
there is a significant improvement after using coaching in motivation training, self-efficacy, and
attitude change regarding to communication. It is also same as the research of Shields, et al (2010)
proving that coaching intervention can improve someone’s communication skills to express his/her
feeling.
Research of coaching’s influence towards therapeutic communication implementation is the
research that contains renewal element. It is due to the fact that the present research is rarely
conducted in nursing specifically on nurses’ competence. This research also employs direct
coaching, has a very short time but gives significant positive effects, and uses two measurement
instruments which are observation and self assessment. The weakness of this research is it uses
small sample although the research of Grant (2003) also uses small sample which is 20
respondents without having control group; and the research of Crowfoot et al. (2010) comprises of
15 respondents in the first group and 15 respondents in the second group.
5. Conclusion and Suggestion
5.1. Conclusion
This research examines influence of coaching towards therapeutic communication
implementation. It uses semi-experiment method, pre and post test with control group, and
32 respondents divided to treatment group and control group. The result of this research proves
that coaching influences more effectively on therapeutic communication implementation than
routine intervention of therapeutic communication training. The analysis of both group before and
after intervention of coaching reveals mean score difference. Both groups obtain improvement of
therapeutic communication implementation, but meaningful difference is also there proving that
coaching intervention on treatment group is more effective to enhance nurses’ therapeutic
communication implementation than on control group that only gets therapeutic communication
training. Coaching can significantly influence on therapeutic communication implementation since
it gives external stimulus that can have better changes in therapeutic communication
implementation. Coaching gives awareness of mentality, mind, and creativity so that nurses have
commitment to implement therapeutic communication. Coaching as the follow-up program of
therapeutic communication training program can be an innovative solution in nursing.
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5.2. Suggestion
Coaching is expected to be continuously developed as basic competence of nursing since it is
an effective and applicative method that explores nurses’ potency and creativity in order to improve
therapeutic communication implementation.
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